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JOn the blank sheets, some blue lines have embraced the bare bodies. These bodies, through*
jextending and alteration in their forms, are changed into other creatures. These poetic works lay ^
* the foundations of the painter's second group of works. But the capacity of this artist's last
experiences to inspire alteration and compression and expand multi-meaningful and sometimes
bewildering signs is more and the pictures progress based on an artistic disobedience and release
themselves from a distinct theme. And in an unusual atmosphere, there are figures not clear are
happy or aloof, do something or not, whisper to one another or are silent, hide or offer
something, have hugged each other or are keeping their distance from themselves and others,
are broken or firm and staunch, and..7, II UM tt&^YiT* *Tti$1Hr4i4 ..
^Hoda Kashiha's leaning towards picturing similar scenes - having a rather monotone architecture *
and a colored rhythm culminated sometimes - and using a symbolic rhythm of architectural SP
forms - which both remind a circus atmosphere and bring to mind indistinct scenes and customsSr*'
- conveys a vast amount of sensible and insensible life to the audience. "Vjfl
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These works are not far from the routine life. However, no sign of being routine is seen in them.
Kashiha's works are a vestibule through which she experiences all situations and the most
maddening routine habits. Nevertheless, her works go beyond the borders of what a watcher of
reality secret experiences.
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jThis artist simply holds the sway of her order over the colors. A net of colors embraces her works1
r !structure and the color scope has formed by the antithetical pair of feeling and concept more
Jthan anything eise. Dividing colors and using visible and invisible lines are important factors in
her works. She extends these factors and avoids having monotone works by making colors and
lines compete with each other. The motor power of Hoda Kashiha's works is this competitive
relationship. * A 1^^^ '%
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